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The current mutation rate in humans has been extensively stud-
ied through the sequencing of thousands of parent-offspring 
trios1–3. The consensus is that the rate increases almost linearly 

with the age of the parents, with a higher rate of mutations from the 
father (2.51 mutations per year) than from the mother (0.78 muta-
tions per year), yielding a mutation rate of 0.43 ×  10−9 per base pair 
per year2. The mutation rate per year is essential for the calibration 
of the molecular clock to enable dating of evolutionary events in 
human ancestry, such as human population divergences, human-
Neanderthal divergence and the split time with ancestors of the 
other great apes, such as chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans4–6. 
If we extrapolate the present yearly human mutation rate estimated 
from trios as discussed above, we predict the average time of diver-
gence across the genome from chimpanzees of more than 15 mil-
lion years ago, from gorillas about 19 million years ago, and from 
orangutans about 35 million years ago. These estimates are difficult 
to reconcile with the fossil record, which puts the upper bound of 
human-orangutan speciation to around 20 million years ago5,7–10. It 
is possible that the mutation rate could have decreased over time 
in the lineage that leads to humans. However, the phylogeny of the 
great apes almost supports a molecular clock that has branches for 
chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan that are only 2–3%, 6–7%, and 
11%, respectively, longer than the human branch7. A decrease in the 
human mutation rate per year would, therefore, either have to be 
very recent or have to have decreased independently in the lineages 
that lead to each of the great apes, perhaps because of the gener-
ally longer generation time7,11,12. One way to distinguish among 
these alternatives is to determine the present mutation rate in other 
great apes from sequencing of parent-offspring trios. The first such 
study using a pedigree with six chimpanzee trios13 reported a muta-
tion rate per generation that was very similar to that in humans 

and a more male-biased contribution to mutations. However, the 
trios used had parents that were younger (average age of fathers, 
18.9 years; average age of mothers, 18.5 years) than the human  
generation time of 29 years; therefore, the rate per year in these trios 
are expected to be higher than in humans. A recent study using 
deeper sequencing for a single trio suggests a higher rate than in 
humans by about 30% per year14.

Here we extended the trio sequencing in great apes by one addi-
tional extended trio of chimpanzees, two extended trios of gorillas, 
and one trio of orangutan and reanalyse the data from the previous 
study of six chimpanzee trios. We then used the detailed knowledge 
of the parental effects on mutation rates in humans to turn genera-
tion-based mutation rates in the other great apes into an estimate of 
the yearly mutation rate, which is relevant for phylogenetic dating. 
We report a mutation rate estimate of each great ape species that 
significantly exceeded the rate in humans with a point estimate of 
about 50%. If we parsimoniously assume a recent slowdown in the 
yearly human rate, then extrapolation of the nonhuman rates to the 
phylogeny of the great apes is well-aligned with fossil evidence.

Results
We called mutations in extended trios for chimpanzees, goril-
las, and orangutans sequenced to high coverage and combine our 
results with a reanalysis of the raw data from a previous study13. 
Reads were mapped against the reference genomes of each of the 
three species. Finding the optimal quality threshold for estimating 
the mutation rate is a balance between avoiding false-positive calls 
while analysing as much of the genome as possible15. Our approach 
was to use a range of quality thresholds and estimate the callable 
proportion of the genome probabilistically for each of these (see 
Methods and Supplementary Figs. 1,2). We conservatively chose 
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phred scaled genotype quality Q65 as the threshold at which the 
estimated mutation rate does not change by increasing the quality 
(see Supplementary Fig. 1 for values for other quality thresholds). At 
Q65, we called a total of 397 mutations (Supplementary Table 1). The 
number of mutations called for each of the three species, together 
with our reanalysis of the previously published sequencing dataset 
from six chimpanzee trios of an extended pedigree13 is shown in  
Fig. 1. The estimated rates take the number of callable sites into 
account (presented in Supplementary Table 1) and are shown for 
each trio in Fig. 1. The number of mutations that could be assigned 
to parental origin using read-backed phasing is also shown. The dis-
tributions of mutations along the genome in the trios show a slight 
clustering as reported for humans (Supplementary Fig. 3) and there 
are no significant differences in their composition (Supplementary 
Fig. 4) among species. Our mutation rate pipeline is essentially 

the same as the one we previously used in humans, and which we 
showed has a very low false-positive rate1,15. However, it is conceiv-
able that the lower quality of the reference genomes that are currently 
available for the great apes might increase the chance of false posi-
tives. We therefore separately estimated the rates for the repetitive 
and nonrepetitive parts of the reference genomes and found both 
rates to be very similar (Fig. 2a). We also found that the number 
of transmitted mutations to the grandchild is not significantly dif-
ferent from 50% (Supplementary Fig. 5). Finally, we conservatively 
removed all mutations (a total of 12) that were located in segmental 
duplications in the genomes of the great apes. For the final set of 
mutations, BAM files were visually inspected for multiple mutation 
events, which affects at most 12 mutations (three in Aris, three in 
Efata, and six in Pat). These could be enriched in alignment arte-
facts, but were kept in the analysis. If these were all false positives, 
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Fig. 1 | Numbers, rates, and transmission of de novo mutations. a, The sequenced pedigrees of chimpanzee, gorilla, and orangutan with names, birth 
years, and sequence coverage. All rates are based on genotype qualities ≥ 65 (see Methods). The number of mutations observed within individuals and the 
number of transmitted mutations are indicated in parentheses. To the left of the transmission line is the number of mutations inferred to have arisen in the 
father, on the right the number of mutations inferred to have arisen in the mother. Next to the individuals is the inferred rate and 95% confidence interval 
(in parentheses). b, Results from the reanalysis of the chimpanzee pedigree sequenced in a previous study13.
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they would affect our estimates for Pat by 20%, but not the com-
bined estimate for chimpanzees by more than 3%. The estimated 
mutation rate correlated with paternal age across species (Fig. 2b).

To perform phylogenetic dating, we turned these generation 
estimates of the mutation rate with parents of known age into a 
yearly rate. In order to do this, we assumed linear relationships 
with parental ages and a fixed contribution at birth. We extrapo-
lated the relationship with maternal and paternal age that has been 
calculated for a large number of human trios2 to the other great 
ape species. This relationship in humans is estimated2 as: mutation 
rate =  1.77 ×  10−9 +  7.26 ×  10−11 ×  maternal age (years) +  2.87 ×  10−10 
×  paternal age (years). There is a relatively small, constant per-gen-
eration contribution (approximately 14% of the total if we assume a 
human generation time for males and females of 29 years) and the 
yearly rate in humans therefore depends little on changes in genera-
tion time. Extrapolations of this relationship to each offspring in the 
trios of great apes from the age of its parents at the time of birth thus 
provide us with an estimate of the mutation rate that is expected for 
this combination of parental ages. We can then compare this rate 
to the observed rate to determine whether the yearly contributions 
from parents are the same for the different species of great ape (see 
Table 1). Figure 2c and Table 1 show that under this strong assump-
tion (discussed below), the estimated yearly rates for chimpanzee, 
gorilla and orangutan are each significantly higher than in humans, 

but not significantly different from each other (see Supplementary  
Fig. 2 for the yearly rates as a function of quality thresholds). Figure 2d  
shows these ratios compared to the range observed in 1,548 human 
trios2, which is shown as a function of paternal age in Fig. 2f.

The mutation rate in humans is male-biased, possibly as a result 
of a higher number of cell divisions in the male germline than in the 
female germline and/or less efficient repair of double-strand breaks 
in the male germline. In all three great ape species, we also found 
that the majority of mutations passed on from the father, with the 
male bias highest in chimpanzee as reported previously13, but the 
differences among the species are not statistically significant from 
each other, neither different from humans (Fig. 2e and Table 1). 
This supports the validity of extrapolating the human relationships 
with parental ages. Among the mutations that can be assigned to 
the parental origin (50–80% for the different trios), the number of 
mutations passed on increase significantly with paternal age for spe-
cies combined and for chimpanzee separately but not with maternal 
age (Supplementary Fig. 6).

Our yearly estimates for nonhuman great apes suggest that the 
human rate has recently decreased significantly and this should 
have direct consequences for the phylogenetic dating of the specia-
tion time and genomic divergence of great apes. Here we defined 
speciation time as the time of cessation of gene flow and noted  
that it was smaller than the genomic divergence time because of 
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Fig. 2 | Properties of de novo mutations. a, The estimated per generation rate for each pedigree divided into the nonrepetitive and repetitive parts 
(using repeatmasker) of the genome (bars show 95% confidence intervals). The numbers can be found in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. No significant 
differences between the regions were found for any of the individuals. b, The estimated mutation rate as a function of paternal age, significant positive 
slope for all species P =  0.014 (95% confidence interval, 8.694361 ×  10−11 to 5.738461 ×  10−10), but not for chimpanzees alone (P =  0.28). c, The estimated 
rates compared to the expected rates extrapolating the human relationship (95% confidence intervals are shown). d, The histogram shows the distribution 
of estimated/expected rates for the 1,548 human trios from a previously published study2 and the vertical lines show the estimated/expected rates for 
the analysed great ape trios. e, The fraction of the mutations for which the parent-of-origin could be assigned to the father (95% confidence intervals 
are shown). f, The estimated mutation rate as a function of paternal age for human trios (grey points, with linear regression) and for the great ape trios 
investigated in the present study.
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ancestral polymorphisms. We first estimated the divergence time of 
each species by combining the estimates from all nonhuman great 
apes, propagating their standard errors and including the reported 
deviations from the molecular clock (Fig. 3 and Methods). We then 
used previous estimates of ancestral effective population sizes10, 
calibrated to the new rates, to estimate the speciation times (Fig. 3).

The phylogeny of the great apes is very close to adhering to a 
molecular clock in which the chimpanzee branch is slightly longer 
than the human branch (by 2%) and the gorilla branch is longer 
by about 6%7. For this to be consistent with our estimated rates, a 
slowdown in mutation rate in the human lineage must be recent. If a 
decrease of 33% occurred instantly on the human branch, the point 
estimate would be around 400,000 years to explain a 2% shorter 
human than chimpanzee branch. It is therefore possible that even 
the dating of the human-Neanderthal divergence is affected. This 
is in accordance with mutation rate estimates using the recombina-
tion clock being higher than trio based human rates by about 20%6 

and consistent with the branch-shortening estimates obtained from 
a 45,000-year-old human fossil16.

Discussion
We report evidence for an apparent very recent slowdown in the 
yearly mutation rate in the human lineage. This conclusion rests 
on the assumption that we can extrapolate the relative contribution 
from parents and the almost linear relationship with age of both par-
ents that is observed in humans to other great apes. We estimated 
a similar proportion of mutations coming from each parent as in 
humans supporting the first assumption. Our sequenced trios had 
slightly younger parents (average male parent 19.5 years, female par-
ent 16.7 years) than the estimated generation time in nature (25 years 
for chimpanzees, 19 years for gorillas). Thus, if early mutations are 
more prevalent because of earlier puberty (see below), then we 
might slightly overestimate the yearly mutation rate for nonhuman 
great apes from parents that are younger than in nature by about 4% 

Table 1 | Basic statistics for de novo mutation calling

Child Species Father 
age 
(years)

Mother 
age 
(years)

Callable base 
pairs

Total 
number of 
mutations

Cpg Non-
Cpg 
strong

Weak observed 
rate

expected 
rate

Relative 
rate

Carl Chimpanzee 21 21 3,536,629,178 45 8 24 13 1.27 ×  10−8 9.32 ×  10−9 1.36

Pat Chimpanzee 18.39 18.48 1,767,339,554 28 2 15 11 1.58 ×  10−8 8.39 ×  10−9 1.89

Dennis Chimpanzee 23.9 15.89 4,170,326,188 57 11 26 20 1.37 ×  10−8 9.78 ×  10−9 1.40

Ruud Chimpanzee 21.07 13.06 3,720,595,013 55 18 21 16 1.48 ×  10−8 8.77 ×  10−9 1.69

Marlies Chimpanzee 20.22 12.22 4,064,760,290 42 9 20 13 1.03 ×  10−8 8.46 ×  10−9 1.22

Dylan Chimpanzee 14.7 14.79 1,693,813,311 18 6 8 4 1.06 ×  10−8 7.06 ×  10−9 1.50

Marlon Chimpanzee 15.63 15.72 1,704,746,791 18 4 7 7 1.06 ×  10−8 7.40 ×  10−9 1.43

Efata Gorilla 17 10 3,698,229,861 45 6 19 20 1.22 ×  10−8 7.38 ×  10−9 1.65

Mutasi Gorilla 12 31 3,700,254,515 38 7 18 13 1.03 ×  10−8 7.46 ×  10−9 1.38

Aris Orangutan 31 15 3,065,633,840 51 12 13 26 1.66 ×  10−8 1.18 ×  10−8 1.42

Absolute rate per billion years (95% CI)

Relative rate per year (95% CI)
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Fig. 3 | estimates of the genomic divergence time and species separation times of the great apes. The estimated mutation rate per year for nonhuman 
great apes combined is extrapolated over the phylogeny to yield divergence time estimates (blue numbers) that are more recent than estimates based 
solely on the current estimate of the human mutation rate (15, 19, and 35 million years, respectively). Estimated ancestral effective population sizes 
(purple numbers, in thousands) are used to estimate speciation separation time (speciation time, red numbers (95% confidence interval (CI))). Absolute 
and relative rates per year and 95% confidence intervals were calculated based on extrapolations of the human rate, combined over individuals for each 
species. Ma, million years ago; Myr, million years. See Methods for details.
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using the previously published model11. Furthermore, recent stud-
ies suggest a superlinear increase for older mothers, in particular, 
suggesting that we might underestimate the yearly rate17–19. It is cur-
rently debated which proportion of the new mutations are a result 
of replication errors in the germline and how many are a result of 
repair of nonreplicative damage, particularly during meiosis and in 
the first few cell diversions in the zygote17,19,20. The latter can also 
be time-dependent if repairs become less efficient with age, particu-
lar in the first few zygotic cell divisions17,19. Another reason for our 
higher estimated rate may be that we have a larger number of false-
positive mutation calls than in human studies, perhaps because the 
nonhuman reference genomes are of lower quality. However, because 
we used the same pipeline, found no difference between repetitive 
and nonrepetitive rates and no enrichment in complex parts of the 
genome, we think this probably did not cause much of an effect. We 
note that in most studies it is the denominator (that is, the callable 
fraction of the genome that we estimate probabilistically) in the rate 
estimation that causes the most significant uncertainty.

On the assumption that our estimated yearly rates are correct,  
we can analyse the causes of the very recent human slowdown 
in mutation rate. It may be partly explained by humans having a 
later onset of puberty and a longer generation time (human esti-
mate, 29 years; chimpanzee, 24 years; gorilla, 19 years; orangutan, 
25 years)2,11,21. Later onset of puberty suggests that there are more 
years with very few mutations accumulating in males. However, 
although these life-history characteristics can explain the differ-
ences in branch lengths in the phylogeny of the great apes11, they do 
not explain a reduction in the mutation rate by about 1/3 in human 
trios compared to great ape trios. For example, assuming a chim-
panzee time to puberty of 8 years compared to 13.5 years in humans 
would only lead to a rate increase in chimpanzee by 14% according 
to the previously published models11,21.

Estimates of the mutation rate in humans further back in time 
using the recombination clock have been reported to be 0.55 ±  0.05 
per base pair per billion years6. This rate falls almost exactly in 
between the trio-based rate in humans today and our estimated rates. 
It is possible that a large part of the slowdown in humans is very 
recent and perhaps caused by lifestyle or environmental differences 
in the predominantly Caucasian populations for which trios have 
been investigated for de novo mutations. If a significant proportion 
of de novo mutations are because of postzygotic repair of double-
stranded lesions that occur in sperm or egg cells, then recent changes 
to environmental exposures may also contribute to the observed 
slowdown17. Sequencing of a large number of great ape parent-
offspring trios and human populations other than Caucasians, as 
well as the molecular investigation of the repair processes and their 
dependency on parental age, are needed to resolve this.

The estimates of speciation time of great apes based on the 
mutation rate estimate that assumes a human slowdown push all 
speciation events closer to the present time. The human-chimpan-
zee separation time of 6.6 million years (95% confidence interval,  
5.9–7.3 million years) that we estimated is consistent with 
Ardipithecus22 being on the human line, Orrorin (5–6 million years 
old23) being very early on the human lineage and Sahelanthropus 
(6–7 million years old) being right at the split between human and 
chimpanzee. A species separation time of 15.9 million years ago 
(95% confidence interval,14.2–17.6 million years ago) with orang-
utan is well within the time interval between the age of Sivapithecus 
(12.2 million years old24) and Proconsul (23 million years old), which 
are generally assumed to be the lower and upper bounds for the 
human–orangutan divergence, respectively (see Fig. 3).

Methods
Samples. All blood samples were taken during routine health checks and 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and  
Flora (CITES) permits were obtained from countries outside the European Union.

Sequencing. Genomic DNA was extracted directly from EDTA whole-blood 
samples using a DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen), following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Then, 2 μ g DNA was used for the construction of PCR-free libraries 
with an average insert size of 250 base pairs. The libraries were sequenced on 
Illumina HiSeq X instruments by Novogene using standard chemistry for paired-end 
sequencing of 2 ×  150 base pairs to coverage between 30×  and 56×  (see Fig. 1).

Reanalysis of previously published chimpanzee data. We downloaded the fastQ 
files from ftp://ftp.well.ox.ac.uk/panPed and analysed the data from the previously 
published study13 alongside our own sequencing data using the same pipelines.

Mapping. Reads were aligned to the following reference genomes of the  
great apes as indicated: chimpanzee, Pan_tro 3.0 (UCSC: panTro5); gorilla, 
GorGor4.1 (UCSC: gorGor4); orangutan WUGSC2.0.2 (UCSC: ponAbe2)  
(BWA version 0.7.15). The average mapped coverage of the new data is shown in 
Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1, and 90.8% of the aligned genome covered by  
at least 15 reads.

Variant calling. The realigned and base quality score recalibrated BAM files were 
used as input for multi-sample genotyping for each species separately using the 
HaplotypeCaller of the Genome Analysis Toolkit version 3.8.

Identification of de novo single-nucleotide variation. To limit the number 
of false positives, we only consider a Mendelian violation as a possible de novo 
mutation if both parents in the family in question are homozygotes for the 
reference allele and if the variant is not called in any of the other families. We apply 
these filters when we look for de novo mutations.

A site filter was used to analyse the reads from all individuals to filter away  
bad sites that are not true variants. The site filter uses the following parameters:  
(1) FS: Fisher’s exact test on strand bias. (2) ReadPosRankSum: rank-sum test  
on the position of the alternative allele in the reads. (3) BaseQualityRankSum.  
(4) MappingQualityRankSum.

Then, individual filters were used to analyse the reads and genotype calls  
of a single individual to discard a possible de novo call if we were not sure that  
all of the individuals in the family in question were called correctly. We use  
two different kinds of individual filters. First, a homozygote reference filter was  
applied to the parents to check that we have confidence that they are homozygous 
for the reference allele. The filter uses the following parameters: (1) GQ: genotype 
quality of the individual. (2) DP: number of reads for this individual at this site.  
(3) AD2: number of times the alternative allele is seen in this individual.  
(4) lowQ_AD2: the number of low-quality reads (not used in the calling) that 
contained the alternative allele. (5) RC: the number of reads in this individual 
relative to the average coverage of this individual. Second, a heterozygote filter  
was applied to the child to ensure that the child is heterozygous at this site.  
The filter uses the following parameters: (1) GQ: genotype quality of the individual. 
(2) DP: the number of reads for this individual at this site. (3) AlleleBalance:  
the fraction of the reads in the individual that contains the alternative allele.  
(4) minStrandCount: the minimum number of counts of the alternative variant  
on each strand. (5) RC: the number of reads in this individual relative to the 
average coverage of this individual.

Estimating callable sites for de novo mutations. We calculate the denominator of 
the rate estimate following the same strategy as previously described15.

To achieve a better estimate of the rate of de novo mutations in a trio,  
we base the denominator of the rate estimate on the probability at each site that 
we can call de novo mutation rather than merely counting a site as either callable 
or uncallable. The probability of calling site x as a de novo mutation given that 
it is a true de novo mutation in family f, we name the callability and denote it by 
C x( )f

de novo . The callability can be estimated independently for each family based  
on the sequencing depth for the family members at the site, and the expected 
number of callable sites in a given family is then the sum of the callability of all 
sites in that family.

Because the site filter is based on statistical tests that follow a known 
distribution, we can estimate how many good sites we expect to be filtered away  
by this filter by looking at the null distribution of the tests and assuming that the 
two tests are independent. We denote by αsite the fraction of good sites that we 
expect to be filtered away.

The mutation rate of a family f can then be estimated as:

α
= ∣ ∣

− ∑ ∈

f
C x

rate
de novo mutations in after filtering

2(1 ) ( )f
x fsite sites

de novo

Now let Z be a genotype (heterozygote (hetero), homozygote, reference allele 
(HomRef) or homozygote, alternative allele (HomAlt)) and consider for an 
individual i the probability of calling it as Z at position x (and not filtering it away) 
given that the individual truly is Z at x. We denote this conditional probability by 
C x( )i

Z , and it signifies the ability to give a true call of Z at x. This will be a function 
of sequencing quality at x (not least the depth). If we assume that the ability to  
truly call each member of a family is independent, then the callability of a site in  
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a given family can be calculated as the probability of calling each individual 
correctly after filtering:

= × ×C x C x C x C x( ) ( ) ( ) ( )f c p m
de novo Hetero HomRef HomRef

Where c, p, and m indicate the child, father and mother of family f.
Assuming that C x( )c

Hetero  is independent of the parental genotypes as long as 
they are conducive to a heterozygous offspring, we can estimate it by considering 
only variants for which one parent has a homozygous reference allele with high 
confidence, and the other parent is homozygous for the alternative allele. At such 
sites, the child should always be a heterozygote (barring de novo events). Using 
only these sites we can estimate:

=
∣ ∣

∣ ∣
C x

S

S
( )c

d c x

d c x

Hetero ( , )
Hetero

( , )
All

where d(c, x) is the depth at x for child c, Sd
Allare variant–family pairs (f′ , x′) for 

which the child c′  has depth d at variant x′  and one of the parents is HomRef  
for the variant and the other parent is HomAlt, after applying the sites filter  
and a conservative filter on the genotype quality of the parents andSd

Heterois  
the subset of Sd

All for which the child is called as heterozygous and pass the 
heterozygote filter.

Similarly, we can calculate:

=
∣ ∣

∣ ∣
C x

M

M
( )i

d i x

d i x

HomRef ( , )
HomRef

( , )
All

where i is either m or p and Md
All indicates variant–family pairs (f′ , x′ ) for  

which the child c′ has depth d, and both parents in each family in question are 
HomRef for the variant, the variant is present in at least one of the other families 
after applying the sites filter and a conservative filter on the genotype quality  
of the parents.

Md
HomRef  is the subset of Md

All for which the children are called as homozygous 
for the reference allele and pass the homozygote filter.

Minimizing false-positive de novo mutation calls. Although the estimation  
of callability, as described above, reduces the effect of false negatives on the 
estimated mutation rate, it is still necessary to set the cut-offs in the filters so 
high that only very few or no false positives get into the set of estimated de novo 
mutations. We can fit the filter criteria by looking at the effect of different  
criteria on the rate estimate and the effect on how large a fraction of the called 
de novo variants are present in unrelated individuals from the same species 
(Supplementary Fig. 1).

On the basis of these considerations we set the filter values at: (1) GQ ≥  65 
(for both the homozygote and heterozygote filters); (2) DP ≥  10 (for both the 
homozygote and heterozygote filters); (3) RC <  1.9 (for both the homozygote and 
heterozygote filters); (4) AD2 =  0 (for the homozygote filter); (5) lowQ_AD2 =  1; 
(6) AlleleBalance >  0.3; (7) minStrandCount =  1.

The AlleleBalance filter was set on the basis of the distribution of AlleleBalance 
in the children after applying the other filters.

Segmental duplications in each of the great ape reference genomes were 
identified using the tool ASGART25 with default parameters.

Parent of origin assignment of de novo mutations. We estimate the paternal 
origin of each de novo variant using the previously described strategy1.

For each variant, X, we use o(X) to denote the parental origin of the  
alternative allele. The reads might provide conflicting evidence and to find  
the most likely parental origin, we calculated a likelihood ratio comparing 
probability that the alternative allele is on the paternal chromosome  
(o(X) =  1) to the probability that the alternative allele is on the maternal 
chromosome (o(X) =  0):

∏
β β

β β

= = ∣
= ∣

=
∑ = × ∣ = =

∑ = × ∣ = =
β

β∈

∈

∈

P o X
P o X

P o Y P o X o Y

P o Y P o X o Y

LR ( ( ) 1 data)
( ( ) 0 data)

( ( ) ) (data ( ) 1, ( ) )

( ( ) ) (data ( ) 0, ( ) )

X

Y X
X

variant less than
30 kb from

with POO assigned

{0,1}

{0,1}

If LRX is above one, it indicates that the alternative allele of variant X is on the 
paternal chromosome and if LRX is below one, it indicates that it is on the maternal 
chromosome. The data that is informative about the parent of origin (POO) are the 
reads that cover both X and Y:

∏∣ = ∣
∈

P o X o Y P r o X o Y(data ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))
r

X Y

XY
reads

covering and
XY

The probability that a read supports the correct phasing is 1 if the read is mapped 
correctly and 0.5 if the read is not mapped correctly. We calculated the conditional 
probability of the read as:











α β

α β α β

α β α β

= ∣ = =

= + − ∕

= ∧ = ∨ ≠ ∧ ≠

− ∕ ≠ ∧ = ∨ = ∧ ≠

P r i j o X o Y

P r

p r

i j i j

p r i j i j

( ( , ) ( ) , ( ) )

( correct)

(1 ( correct)) 2

( ) ( )

(1 ( correct)) 2 ( ) ( )

XY

XY

XY

XY

where P r( correct)XY  is the probability that rXY is mapped correctly (estimated 
from the phred score in the BAM file) and the values of i and j are either the 
reference or alternative allele, depending on whether the read contains the 
reference allele or the alternative allele at position X and Y. For inherited variants 
for which the parental origin could be assigned by just looking at the genotypes 
of the family members, P(o(Y) =  1) is calculated using the phred-scaled genotype 
probabilities of the three family members. If the parent of origin of variant Y has 
been assigned using read information, we calculate P (o(Y) =  1) from the estimated 
LR: P(o(Y) =  1) =  LRY/(LRY +  1). The assignment of parental origin is carried out 
iteratively until no additional variants can be assigned.

Estimation of the yearly mutation rate. The mutation rate estimates for each 
of the trios were converted into yearly estimates by extrapolating from the 
relationship between mutation rate and maternal and paternal parent age observed 
in humans. In humans, the best estimate is that the mutation rate in a child 
depends on the parental ages as follows:

Mutation rate =  1.77 ×  10−9 +  7.26 ×  10−11 ×  maternal age +  2.87 ×  10−10 ×  paternal age

From this relationship, we calculate the expected mutation rate for each great 
ape trio taking parental ages into account and assuming that the overall mutation 
rate per year is the same as in humans. The relative mutation rate for each trio 
is then calculated as the observed rate divided by the expected rate from the 
relationship in humans with 95% confidence intervals.

Phylogenetic dating. We produced estimates of genomic divergence rates using 
the average yearly, nonhuman mutation rate over the ten trios in the following way. 
From a previous study10, we obtained the following average genomic divergences 
between human and chimpanzee of 0.0137; human and gorilla of 0.0175; and 
human and orangutan of 0.034.

The phylogeny of the great apes deviates slightly from a molecular clock 
according to a previous study7, with the chimpanzee branch being 2% longer than 
the human branch, the gorilla branch 6% longer than the human branch since 
their common ancestry and the orangutan branch 11% longer than the human 
branch since their common ancestry. Using these numbers and focusing on the 
human branch, the branch lengths from human to the common ancestor with the 
chimpanzee becomes 0.006713, with gorilla 0.008225 and with orangutan 0.01513.

Using the estimated average yearly mutation rate from the nonhuman trios 
(0.634 per billion years (95% confidence interval, 0.565–0.704)),this corresponds to 
10.88 million years for the average human–chimpanzee genomic divergence time, 
12.96 million years for the average human–gorilla genomic divergence time and 
23.85 million years for the average human–orangutan genomic divergence time.

To turn the divergence numbers into estimates of species separation time (here 
equal to speciation time), we used the ancestral effective population sizes reported 
previously10 scaled to the nonhuman mutation rate assumed in the common 
ancestors yielding: human-chimpanzee ancestral effective population size =  79,435; 
human-gorilla ancestral effective population size =  77,544; human-orangutan 
ancestral effective population size =  158,871.

Since the expected coalescence time in the common ancestors is 2N, the 
separation times are calculated as:

= −T T N u G2species divergence anc anc

Where G is the generation time, here assumed to be 25 years (approximate average 
of generation times in extant species: humans, 29 years; chimpanzee, 24 years; 
gorilla, 19 years; orangutan, 25 years). This yields the following estimates: human-
chimpanzee speciation time =  6.61 million years (95% confidence interval, 
5.89–7.33); human-gorilla speciation time = 9.09 million years (95% confidence 
interval, 8.09–10.08); human-orangutan speciation time =  15.90 million years (95% 
confidence interval, 14.16–17.64). Numbers are summarized in Fig. 3.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All sequence data have been deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) 
under accession number PRJEB29710. The identified de novo mutations are 
included as Supplementary Table 1. All scripts and code used to generate the results 
are available at https://github.com/besenbacher/GreatApeMutationRate2018.
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